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Powerful document collaboration:



ONLYOFFICE Project
Ascensio System SIA
UK (London)
Latvia (Riga)
USA (Dallas)
Russia (Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod)

ONLYOFFICE online editors
Cloud, server, desktop and mobile solutionsWindows, Linux, MacOS, Android, iOS
Open source
GNU AGPL v3



Customers
Over 5,000,000 users92 countries worldwideMultiple industries



Three pillars ofONLYOFFICE project

SMARTARCHITECTUREDATASECURITYADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY
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The Fourth Pillar:FLEXIBILITY
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Environments
Web
Desktop
Mobile

Platforms
ONLYOFFICE clouds
Official integration

Third-party integration

The Fourth Pillar:FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY



ONLYOFFICE ONLINE EDITORSfor Documents, Spreadsheets and Presentations
Core formats: OOXMLLanguage: JavaScript



DESKTOP SUITE
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Technology:HTML5 Canvas



DESKTOP SUITE

Technology:editing functionality
| Full set of editing and formatting tools: all
operations with fonts and styles, paragraph and
text formatting.

| Creating and customizing all kinds of objects:
shapes, charts, text art and text boxes.

| Academic formatting and navigation: drop caps,
footnotes, table of contents, bookmarks.

| Plugins for publishing, working with images and
videos, translation, symbols and more.

| Content Controls feature: creating customized
forms via plugin.



DESKTOP SUITE

Version 5.5
| Advanced Content Controls: pictures, combo
boxes, dates, drop-down lists, check boxes.

| File comparison;
| Gutter/Mirror Margins;
| Custom sorting, print settings and bulk actions in
spreadsheets;

| Adding objects to placeholders;
| And more...



DESKTOP SUITE

| Flexible access rights: viewing, editing,
reviewing, commenting only, field filling;

| Strict and Fast co-editing modes;
| Version and revision control;
| Review mode;
| Track Changes;
| Comments;
| Mentions;
| Built-in chat.

Technology:collaboration functionality



ONLYOFFICE Mobile Web Editors



ONLINE EDITORS

| JWT for sharing authorization;
| Configurable cache lifetime;
| End-to-end encryption of data with AES-256 for
storing, editing and collaboration;

| Watermarking;
| Download/Print restriction.

Data security



Flexible architecture:service structure



ONLYOFFICE integration:official connectors



Nextcloud
| Collaboration in the federated cloud;
| Watermarking;
| Side panel support;
| Desktop, mobile integration;
| ONLYOFFICE demo server;
| Editors are pre-installed in Nextcloud Hub.



ownCloud
| Collaboration in the federated cloud
| Advanced sharing permissions:
• Commenting (all formats)
• Reviewing, Filling Forms (text docs)
• Modify Filter (spreadsheets)
• Download restriction (all formats)

| Desktop, mobile integration
| ONLYOFFICE demo server
| ownCloud Online integration



New official integration app:Liferay
| Editing OOXML documents;
| Viewing ODF and Microsoft Binary Formats;
| Real-time collaboration;
| JWT.



New official integration app:HumHub
| Editing OOXML documents;
| Viewing ODF, Microsoft Binary Formats, PDF;
| Converting ODF, Microsoft Binary Formats, CSV to OOXML for editing;
| Real-time collaboration;
| JWT.



Third-party integration



ONLYOFFICE Desktop Editors
Same engine, same functionality, and all the benefits of working from desktop



| Support for local plugins, fonts, spellchecker;
| Direct access to print service;
| Advanced work with buffer;
| Storing and editing documents in theencrypted form.

DESKTOP SUITE

EditingFunctionality



DESKTOP SUITE

| Direct editing in Sync&Share platforms;
| Access to all local features;
| End-to-end encryption functionality;
| Works with both free and enterprise
Document Server versions.

DesktopIntegration



DESKTOP SUITE

Technology:collaborationfunctionality

| Full set of collaboration tools;
| Real-time co-editing in ONLYOFFICE cloud.



DESKTOP SUITE

| Autonomous work;
| AES-256 end-to-end encryption.

Data security



ONLYOFFICE Mobile applications



MOBILE APPS

Mobile editors:iOS
| Viewing managing and editing text documents,
spreadsheets and presentations;

| Document import, export and printing;
| Real-time collaboration in ONLYOFFICE cloud;
| Offline work.



MOBILE APPS

| Viewing managing and editing text documents,
spreadsheets and presentations;

| Document import, export and printing;
| Real-time collaboration in ONLYOFFICE cloud;
| Offline work.

Mobile editors:Android



MOBILE APPS

Seamless direct connection to sharing
services via WebDAV for managing and
editing files.
Android and iOS devices

Mobileintegration



MOBILE WEB INTEGRATION



Filecomparison

OUR ROADMAP:Integration
Mobile web editorfor iOS apps

Co-editing inDocuments for iOSvia WebDAV

Advanced sharingpermissions
 Reviewing, Commenting,Filling forms;
 Sharing with hidden content.

Watermarking

CompleteDesktop Modefor mobile devices



QUESTIONS?
Mikhail KorotaevMarketing Communications Manager
mikhail.korotaev@onlyofice.com

QUESTIONS?


